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ABSTRACT

Respiratory Aerosols from breathing and talking have found wide acceptance as a transmission route for viruses such as

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Previous studies have found particles with diameters ranging

from 10 nm to 145 µm, produced from different regions in the respiratory system. We present the first chamber study, in which

respiratory aerosols have been simultaneously measured with carbon dioxide (CO2) to establish the correlation between the

two concentrations. CO2 concentrations are easily available through low-cost sensors and could be used to estimate viral

exposure through this correlation, whereas source-specific aerosol measurements are complicated and not possible with

low cost sensors. The increase in both PM10 and CO2 was linear over ten minutes in a 2 m3 chamber for all participants,

suggesting a strong correlation. On average, talking released more particles than breathing, with 14,600 ± 16,800 min−1

(one-σ standard deviation) and 6,210 ± 5,630 min−1 on average, respectively, while CO2 increased with 139 ± 33 ppm min−1

during talking and 143 ± 29 ppm min−1 during breathing. Assuming a typical viral load of 7 × 106 RNA copies per ml of oral

fluid, ten minutes of talking and breathing are estimated to produce 7 and 16 suspended RNA copies, respectively, correlating to

a CO2 concentration of around 1,800 ppm in a 2 m3 chamber. This provides a strong argument for keeping indoor spaces well

ventilated and shows how CO2 concentrations, measured with low-cost sensors, could be used as a proxy for viral exposure.

Introduction

A key reason for the difficulty of controlling the COVID-19 pandemic is the airborne spread of the severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)1. Particles are emitted from the human respiratory system not only by coughing and

sneezing, but also by talking and breathing2–4. These particles can remain airborne for hours and travel far outside the personal

space of the emitter5. SARS-CoV-2 has been found in these particles on several occasions6, 7 and the virus remains viable in

aerosol droplets for hours, with a half life of 1.1 h8. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, similar airborne transmission properties

were also found for SARS9, MERS10 and influenza11. Particle concentrations are typically expressed as either number of

particles per air volume in (m−3) or mass per air volume in (µgm−3). With a known, average concentration of 7×106 RNA

copies ml−1 of oral fluid12, the volume concentration in mlm−3 is particularly of interest.

Generally, anthropogenically emitted pollutants are known as bioeffluents. Besides respiratory aerosols, these include carbon

dioxide (CO2), water vapour and volatile odorous substances. As CO2 is the main pollutant and it is easy and cheap to measure,

its concentration can be a good indicator of other anthropogenic pollutants in indoor spaces, as the only other sources would be

open flames, pets or combustion devices. Because CO2 concentrations increase with the number of occupants in a space, and

one or more of the occupants could potentially be infected, it is logical that respiratory disease risk scales upwards with indoor

CO2 levels. Du et al.13, for example, demonstrated that when CO2 was reduced to less than 1000 ppm, it was independently

associated with a 97 % decrease in tuberculosis incidence among contacts.

In 2003, Rudnick and Milton14 introduced a model that uses CO2 levels to estimate the risk of airborne transmission of

influenza and other respiratory diseases. Peng and Jimenez15 used this model to estimate the COVID-19 infection risks for

different scenarios and found that even though the CO2 level corresponding to a given infection risk may vary by over two

orders of magnitude depending on the environment and activity, it is still a useful metric to assess ventilation. During the

COVID-19 pandemic, several researchers estimated the transmission risk of SARS-CoV-2 in such spaces as nail salons16 and

office buildings17 based on occupant respiration rates and activities. For instance, Harrichandra et al.16 concluded that increased



outdoor airflow rates and the use of face masks by both employees and customers could substantially reduce SARS-CoV-2

transmission in New York City nail salons. These studies demonstrated the value of CO2 sensing for assessing airflow as a

factor in transmission risk.

Numerous studies directly investigated respiratory aerosols from breathing, talking and coughing and found particles in the

range of 10 nm to 145 µm3, 4, 18. We present the first chamber study investigating respiratory aerosols while simultaneously

measuring metabolically produced carbon dioxide. The aim of our study was to find the correlation between the two pollutants

and estimate the suspended fluid volume as well as the suspended SARS-CoV-2 RNA number of a hypothetical infected person

at a given CO2 concentration.

Results

PM10 and CO2 Increase over Time

In a 2 m3 chamber, particle and CO2 concentrations were simultaneously measured over ten minutes while a subject was

either breathing or talking. 16 volunteers (8 male, 8 female) participated, but one data set was excluded as corrupt due to an

error. A comparison of the typical increase in PM10 (particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter smalle than 10 µm)

from background leakage and the breathing and talking experiments of one of the participants are shown in Figure 1A. The

corresponding CO2 concentrations over time are shown in Figure 1B.

A B

Figure 1. Typical experimental data for one of the 15 participants. (A) Increase of PM10 over time in a 2 m3 chamber from

background leakage for a breathing and a talking experiment. (B) Typical increase of CO2 over time during the same breathing

and talking experiments from the subject.

The distribution of PM10 production rates, corrected by background leakage for breathing and talking, as well as the

corresponding distributions of CO2 production rates for all subjects are shown in Figures 2A and 2B. The displayed data is

summarized in Table 1, which includes the average production rates as concentrations over time, the standard deviations and

the average R2 values of the linear regression models used to obtain the reported slopes. Note that these deviations do not

represent an error, but the variation of PM and CO2 production rates between participants. The average volume production

rates have been calculated with the BLO-model of Johnson et al.18, which assumes a bimodal distribution of particles with

mode diameters of 1.6 µm and 2.5 µm, respectively for particles from speech. Breathing only produces particles in the smaller

mode, which is linked to the bronchiolar fluid burst mechanism and amplifies the difference between the two activities. The

exact formula for calculating volume concentrations can be found in the methods section.

For 13 out of 15 people tested, talking produced more particles than breathing, whereas one person emitted particles at the

same rate for both activities and one person emitted more from breathing, resulting in an average increase of 2.98 ± 2.74

(one-σ standard deviation) in PM production for talking. There was not a clear pattern in the rate of CO2 production as five

people produced more CO2 while talking, whereas one person produced equal amounts from both activities and nine people

produced more CO2 from breathing, resulting in an average ratio of 0.979 ± 0.185. The ratios are summarized in Figure 2C.

Note that CO2 production can be higher for either activity, but the standard deviation of 0.185 is low in comparison to the

standard deviation of 2.74 for PM production rate ratios. Taking the definition of Asadi et al.3, three subjects in this study can

be described as talking superemitters, as their production rates exceed the mean by more than one standard deviation. With this

definition, the same three people can be considered breathing superemitters. When taking the proposed definition of Holmgren

et al.4 instead, only one participant qualifies as a talking superemitter, as their production rate exceeds the mean by more than
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Table 1. Average production rates of PM10 and CO2 over time from 15 volunteers in a 2 m3 chamber.

Parameter Breathing Talking Unit

mPM 3.11×10−3 7.29×10−3 cm−3 min−1

σ (mPM) 2.82×10−3 8.41×10−3 cm−3 min−1

R2 (mPM) 0.627 0.806

mPM,V 9.26×10−3 11.2×10−2 µm3 cm−3 min−1

σ (mPM,V) 8.40×10−3 12.9×10−2 µm3 cm−3 min−1

mCO2
143 139 ppmmin−1

σ (mCO2
) 29.4 33.2 ppmmin−1

R2 (mCO2
) 0.998 0.998

two standard deviations and no participant would be a breathing superemitter.

A B C

Figure 2. Boxplots of production rates from 15 participants. The median and mean are represented by a white line and a white

cross, respectively, while the lower and upper box limits correspond to the lower and upper quartiles. Outliers are shown for

data points exceeding the upper quartile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR) and data points lower than the lower

quartile minus 1.5 times the IQR. (A) Increase of PM10 over time from respective breathing and talking experiments of 15

participants in a 2 m3 chamber. (B) CO2 production rates of 15 participants during the respective experiments. (C) Ratios of

production rates from talking compared to breathing for each subject. Notice the break on the y scale, which was used to

include an outlier.

Correlation of PM10 and CO2

Figure 3A shows the increase of PM10 in relation to metabolically produced CO2 for the breathing and talking experiments of

the same representative subject of Figure 1. The distribution of production rates for all participants, mathematically determined

with Equation 1, is shown in Figure 3B. The corresponding average production rates and their standard deviations are shown in

Table 2. These deviations, again, do not represent errors, but the different production rates among volunteers. The table also

includes volume production rates with CO2 dependency, which have been determined by correlating the volume production

rates of Table 1 with the CO2 production rates. They can be used to estimate the amount of suspended SARS-CoV-2 virions, by

multiplying the exhaled volume with the viral RNA concentration in oral fluid. With an average viral load of 7×106 ml−1 and

a maximum viral load of 2.35×109 ml−1, the concentrations strongly vary between individuals and depend on the progression

of the infection12. The resulting, respective, average and maximum amounts of 16 and 5300 theoretically released RNA copies

after 10 min of talking correlate with an approximate CO2 concentration of 1.800 ppm (1.390 ppm above the background). Less

copies can be expected from breathing, which, after 10 min, is estimated to result in 1 RNA copy on average or a maximum

of 440 RNA copies, correlating to 1.840 ppm (1.430 ppm above the background). The above calculated values have been

determined for our 2 m3 chamber with homogenized air, but can be theoretically scaled to any room size, assuming the air is

well mixed. The theoretically produced number of RNA copies per cubic metre per ppm of CO2 mRNA are summarized in

Table 2.
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Figure 3. Correlation of PM10 and CO2. (A) Increase of PM10 over CO2 from talking and breathing in a 2 m3 chamber for

the same representative subject from Figure 1. Distribution of (B) PM10 production rates in relation to metabolic CO2 in a 2 m3

chamber for 15 participants. The median and mean are represented by a white line and a white cross, respectively, while the

lower and upper box limits correspond to the lower and upper quartiles. Outliers are shown for data points exceeding the upper

quartile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR) and data points lower than the lower quartile minues 1.5 times the IQR.

Table 2. Average increase of PM10 over CO2 from 15 volunteers in a 2 m3 chamber.

Parameter Breathing Talking Unit

mPMCO2
2.30×10−5 5.62×10−5 cm−3 ppm−1

σ (mPMCO2
) 2.12×10−5 6.84×10−5 cm−3 ppm−1

mPMCO2,V 6.85×10−5 8.65×10−4 µm3 cm−3 ppm−1

σ (mPMCO2,V) 6.31×10−5 10.5×10−4 µm3 cm−3 ppm−1

mRNA 4.8×10−4 6.1×10−3 m−3 ppm−1

mRNA,max 0.16 2.0 m−3 ppm−1

Discussion

The presented results show that in a closed space both respiratory aerosols and metabolic CO2 increase linearly over time and

that on average talking creates more particles than breathing. As both concentrations correlate linearly with time, they correlate

linearly with each other and CO2 can be used as a proxy for airborne exhaled particles.

The results of this study can be compared to the results from other recent studies looking at respiratory aerosols. The higher

particle concentrations from talking, compared to breathing observed in this study were expected, as previous studies reported

the same hierarchy2, 3. It was also expected to see large variations between subjects, as standard deviations twice as high as

the average production rates and outliers further than three standard deviations from the mean have been reported in other

studies3, 4, 19. These outliers have been termed superemitters or superspreaders and they might be the cause of infection in

superspreading events, which have been reported in several studies20, 21.

Two of the most thorough studies investigating the particle concentrations from exhaled air have been carried out in the Expired

Droplet Investigation System (EDIS), developed by Morawska et al.2. During their first study, average concentrations of

0.307 cm−3 during talking and 0.05 cm−3 during breathing were reported. Multiplying these values with the approximate

exhalation rates of 13.5 lmin−1 and 12.0 lmin−1 for talking and breathing, respectively22, leads to particle production rates of

4.14×103 min−1 and 6.00×102 min−1, respectively. Our production rate during speech, 1.46×104 min−1 is slightly higher

but lies well within the same order of magnitude. Our production rate from breathing differs slightly more, lying just outside one

order of magnitude with 6.21×103 min−1. Looking at speech in the EDIS, volunteers were instructed to perform 10 s of voiced

counting alternating with 10 s of breathing meaning subjects were only speaking half the time and bringing the production rates

of their experiment and this study closer together. In a later study, which focused on the development of the BLO model in

the EDIS, a particle concentration of 0.16 cm−3 was reported for speech18, resulting in the slightly lower production rate of
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2.16×103 min−1, which still lies within the same order of magnitude as our findings. Similar concentrations for breathing

were observed by Holmgren et al.4, who measured 0.06 cm−3 for normal breathing and 5.3 cm−3 for airway closure breathing,

correlating to production rates of 7.2×102 min−1 and 6.4×104 min−1, respectively, whereas the former is more relevant to

this study than the latter. Asadi et al.3 investigated the particle emission from speech in relation to voice amplitude and found

an average production rate of 240 min−1 at 85 dB. As described by the authors, however, 80 % of the particles were removed

due to the sampling mechanism of the Aerodynamic Particle Sizer used for detection and further particles may have escaped

through the only semi-confined sampling environment.

Volume production rates and RNA production rates emphasize the difference between breathing and talking experiments, which

might seem small when considering only number concentrations. These differ by only slightly more than a factor of two, while

volume production rates differ more than one order of magnitude. This is due to the different modes during these activities, as

described by Johnson et al.18. While breathing only creates small particles from the bronchiolar fluid film burst mechanism

(B mode) with a median diameter of 1.6 µm, talking also release particles from the larynx (L mode) with a median diameter

of 2.5 µm. It therefore makes sense, that talking has been estimated to produce more than ten times the amount of airborne

RNA copies. Notice that our estimation for maximum production assumes the maximum RNA copy concentration found by

Wölfel et al.12, but still uses the average particle production rate. If a superemitter of particles also happens to carry a high

concentration of RNA copies in their oral fluid, their airborne RNA production rate can be even higher.

This study shows that there is a strong argument for keeping indoor spaces well ventilated or using supplementary air cleaning

technology. Typically, the anthropogenic metabolism is the only indoor source of CO2 and, therefore, is a great proxy for

suspended particles as well as indoor air quality in general. Ambient, indoor, particulate matter on the other hand has many

sources and comes in concentrations several orders of magnitude higher than respiratory aerosols23, making it impossible to

monitor human expired aerosols directly. Even though specific concentrations of suspended RNA copies from an infected

person may vary strongly between individuals due to different particle production rates and viral concentrations in oral fluid,

CO2 was shown to strongly correlate with the airborne PM concentration. The estimation of suspended RNA based on CO2

measurements alone is not a reliable method for the assessment of an infection risk, as masks, different activities and air

cleaners further complicate the correlation. However, high CO2 concentrations measured with low cost sensors should always

be a reason for concern and action should be taken to ventilate the room.

Methods

Human Subjects

The University of Copenhagen Research Ethics Committee for Science and Health approved this study (Case 504-0250/21-5000)

and all of the experiments were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. All volunteers gave informed

consent to participate in the study and their data has been collected anonymously.

Setup

An airtight chamber with 1 m length, 2 m width, and 1 m height was used as a sampling environment to simultaneously

measure expelled particles from either breathing or talking and the CO2 exhaled in the process. Inside the chamber, three

fans were installed to mix the air along three Cartesian axes, facing each other to assure mixing. Next to this array, a probe

for relative humidity and temperature was installed, as well as an infrared sensor (Sensirion SCD30) for the measurement

of CO2 concentrations. In the middle of the chamber, an Airbubbl (Airlabs, London, air cleaning device with F8 grade

filters and 30 m3 h−1 clean air delivery rate) was placed for the removal of particles before experiments. The general array of

used instrumentation is schematically shown in Figure 4. The inlet of an optical particle sizer (OPS 3330, TSI Incorporated,

Shoreview, Minnesota) was connected with 3/16 inch inner diameter, 5/16 inch outer diameter, conductive tubing to the

chamber and the sampling air was recirculated back inside after passing a HEPA in-line filter to keep the pressure in the

chamber constant. With a flow rate of 1 lmin−1, the cleaning effect through the instrument was negligible. A second connection

port in the walls of the chamber was used to either increase the humidity or add filtered, dry air to create a slight overpressure.

One of the chamber walls featured a quadratic opening with 80 cm width and height. This opening was covered with a sheet of

Teflon, which had been prepared with a circular cutout for a short tube, that was fixed to the Teflon film in an airtight manner to

create a connection between the inside and the outside of the chamber. From the outside, a rubber face mask (Moldex 7002M)

was attached to the tube, so that an airtight connection could be established between a participant’s mouth and nose with the

chamber. When no subject was wearing the mask, a tapered rubber plug was placed into the tube opening to seal the chamber.

The setup was at a height that allowed participants to comfortably sit on a chair with adjustable height while wearing the mask.

Inside the chamber, opposite the Teflon sheet, two printed DIN A3 pages with a text about particulate matter were attached to

the wall as material to be read out loud for the experiments including talking.
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Figure 4. 2 m3 chamber setup for measurement of respiratory particles and CO2. OPS: Optical Particle Sizer, F1-F3: Mixing

fans, T: Temperature probe, RH: Relative humidity probe, CO2: Infrared CO2 sensor, AB: Airbubbl.

Protocol

On each day of the study, one of the 16 volunteers (8 male, 8 female) participated in a breathing and a talking experiment.

Before the subject arrived, a background measurement of particle leakage into the chamber was taken. The OPS was measuring

with a sample length of 1 minute, while CO2 concentrations were registered every 30 seconds. With all fans running and

the tube plug removed, air from a humidifier was released into the chamber, until a relative humidity (RH) of 50 % was

reached. With reinserted tube plug, the Airbubbl was then turned on to clean the air until the PM10 concentration was below

0.02 cm−3. The Airbubbl was then turned off and the background increase of particles was measured for at least 30 minutes.

The Airbubbl was then turned on again to reduce particle concentration below 0.02 cm−3 after making sure, that the relative

humidity remained at 50 %. Then, the Airbubbl was turned off and three to five samples of PM background concentrations

were taken. During this, clean air was introduced into the chamber through a HEPA filter, to create a slight overpressure. This

assured, that clean air from the chamber was exiting the chamber instead of outside air entering, when the participant removed

the tube plug and put on the mask. For the first experiment, the subject was instructed to breath normally through the nose for

ten minutes. Afterwards, the mask was taken off and the tube plug reinserted. After taking at least three more samples, the

chamber was flushed with room air to remove the additional CO2, rehumidified to 50 % RH and cleaned with the Airbubbl to

reduce the PM concentration. The procedure of the first experiment was then repeated, but with the participant reading out loud

the printed text inside the chamber instead of only breathing.

Between subjects, the chamber was sterilised using an ozone generator, which has been shown to effectively remove both

viruses24 and bacteria25. The mask, tube and plug were thoroughly washed with water and soap and then disinfected.

Data Treatment

All data was analysed in Python. First, a linear regression model for background PM leakage into the chamber over at least 30

minutes was determined for each measurement day. Before each breathing and talking experiment, the average background

concentration of particles was measured with the Airbubbl turned off immediately before establishing the connection between

subject and chamber. This background concentration was then subtracted from the data of the respective experiment. Then,

linear regression models for PM10 and CO2 over time were created. The background leakage slope for PM was subtracted

from the PM10 slope to yield the actual increase from the respective activity. Since two measurement instruments were used

and their sampling intervals did not exactly align, the PM increase over CO2 mPMCO2
in cm−3 ppm−1 was calculated as

mPMCO2
=

mPM

mCO2

, (1)

where mPM is the background leakage corrected increase of PM over time in cm−3 min−1 and mCO2
is the increase of CO2 over

time in ppmmin−1. The PM concentration cPM in cm−3 could then be calculated with

cPM(cCO2
) = mPMCO2

(cCO2
−bCO2

)+bPM, (2)
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where cCO2
is the CO2 concentration in ppm, mPMCO2

is the PM increase over CO2 in cm−3 ppm−1, calculated from equation

(1), bCO2
is the intercept of the CO2 linear regression model in ppm and bPM is the intercept of the PM linear regression model

in cm−3.

Estimation of Volume Concentrations

The setup was not designed to measure volume concentrations, as particles were too diluted in the 2 m3 chamber to obtain

a size distribution. Instead, the size distribution described by Johnson et al.18 was used to estimate the volume of airborne

particles. Of their BLO-model, only modes B (bronchiolar fluid film burst) and L (larynx mode) were used for particles from

speech, as the O (oral) mode was measured using droplet deposition analysis and these particles are not expected to be airborne.

The volume distributions were estimated with

dCv

dlnD
= ln10×

2

∑
i=1

π

6
D3

(

Cni√
2π lnGSDi

)

exp

(

−
(ln(D)− lnCMDi)

2

2(lnGSDi)2

)

, (3)

where D is the particle diameter and Cni is the number concentration. GSDi and CMDi are the geometric standard deviations

and count median diameters of modes B and L and have been taken from Johnson et al.18. For particles from breathing, only

the B mode was considered. Volume concentrations were then calculated by simply integrating over the distributions.

Data Availability

All relevant data from the study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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Figures

Figure 1

Typical experimental data for one of the 15 participants. (A) Increase of PM10 over time in a 2m3
chamber from background leakage for a breathing and a talking experiment. (B) Typical increase of CO2
over time during the same breathing and talking experiments from the subject.

Figure 2

Boxplots of production rates from 15 participants. The median and mean are represented by a white line
and a white cross, respectively, while the lower and upper box limits correspond to the lower and upper
quartiles. Outliers are shown for data points exceeding the upper quartile plus 1.5 times the interquartile
range (IQR) and data points lower than the lower quartile minus 1.5 times the IQR. (A) Increase of PM10
over time from respective breathing and talking experiments of 15 participants in a 2m3 chamber. (B)
CO2 production rates of 15 participants during the respective experiments. (C) Ratios of production rates



from talking compared to breathing for each subject. Notice the break on the y scale, which was used to
include an outlier.

Figure 3

Correlation of PM10 and CO2. (A) Increase of PM10 over CO2 from talking and breathing in a 2m3
chamber for the same representative subject from Figure 1. Distribution of (B) PM10 production rates in
relation to metabolic CO2 in a 2m3 chamber for 15 participants. The median and mean are represented
by a white line and a white cross, respectively, while the lower and upper box limits correspond to the
lower and upper quartiles. Outliers are shown for data points exceeding the upper quartile plus 1.5 times
the interquartile range (IQR) and data points lower than the lower quartile minues 1.5 times the IQR.

Figure 4



2m3 chamber setup for measurement of respiratory particles and CO2. OPS: Optical Particle Sizer, F1-F3:
Mixing fans, T: Temperature probe, RH: Relative humidity probe, CO2: infrared CO2 sensor, AB: Airbubbl.
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